
Subject: Newest project from Blackhand Studios
Posted by Crimson on Wed, 12 Oct 2005 22:03:37 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

So, BHS started up a new internal Wiki to keep track of our internal stuff and documentation and it
got me thinking... why not have a public community wiki? I couldn't think of a good reason not to,
so I am pleased to announce:

http://www.renegadewiki.com

This wiki allows ANYONE to make edits and it keeps a history going back to the beginning. What
that means is that if some people want to act like children and delete parts pages or put all sorts
of nonsense content on them, anyone who discovers the vandalism can very easily revert the
changes back to the good version.

It is my hope to relocate all our help and tutorials that are sitting out on dozen different websites
into one easy-to-find location. When a newbie asks about any question we've heard a hundred
times, we can just point them to the wiki and with any luck, their question will be answered.

Creating an account is not necessary to create pages or make edits, but there are enhanced
features available if you do. (Not the least of which is that your IP won't be shown to everyone)
You will also have your name attached to your edits so anyone can see who spent the time to put
together such great information. 

Take a look around. I created links to a few pages to get us started. Feel free to create a new
page I haven't created as well.

If you are found repeatedly abusing the new site, don't think I'll let you get away with it. 
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